
This series incorporates our line of carved panels 
installed below the window to create a 
wainscoted look.
Prior to installation of panels it is necessary to 
determine which size will be appropriate to fit in 
the designated space. Some of the panels shown 
in the drawings are available in various sizes 
(PANL-100, PANL-103, PANL-117, PANL-150),
while others (PANL-104, PANL-114, PANL-119)
come in sheets that can be cut down to size. 
Please check the catalogue for available sizes 
prior to laying out the lower section of the 
window.
It is necessary to remove drywall from the area 
underneath the window in order to compensate 
for the thickness of the paneling. After removing 
drywall, electrical outlets can be easily moved so 
that they end up centered in the desired location.
Be sure to run the framework (style& rail) for the 
paneling wide enough and tall enough for the 
casing, base, and sill edge to install over the top.
The use of bases at the bottom of the casing is 
recommended to create an ending point for the 
baseboard.

When installing inserts be sure to line up patterns equally on all sides. 

The MLD-163, MLD-183, MLD-182  and MLD-184 
casings accept any of the following 5/8”  inserts:

MLD-100 MLD-121A MLD-139A

MLD-102A MLD-122A MLD-172

MLD-103A MLD-123A MLD-200A

MLD-105A MLD-124A MLD-201A

MLD-109A MLD-125A MLD-202A

MLD-111A MLD-126B MLD-203A

MLD-113A MLD-127A MLD-204A

MLD-115A MLD-133A MLD-205A

MLD-116A MLD-135A MLD-206A

MLD-119AL MLD-137A MLD-213A

The MLD-185 and MLD-320 casings
Accept any of the following 3/4”  inserts:

MLD-102B MLD-121B MLD-200B

MLD-103B MLD-122B MLD-201B

MLD-104 MLD-123B MLD-202B

MLD-105B MLD-124B MLD-203B

MLD-109B MLD-125B MLD-204B

MLD-111B MLD-126C MLD-205B

MLD-113B MLD-127B MLD-206B

MLD-115B MLD-133B MLD-213B

MLD-116B MLD-135B
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measurement changes.Projects built from concept drawings will “ALWAYS” vary due to unforseen installation and field*  

“THIS IS NOT A BUILD DRAWING”. All drawings are “CONCEPT ONLY” and should be used as such.*




